CONDITIONS   AFTER   THE   INVASIONS—NAVIGATION
The great domains of the Church were administered by cow-
ductores, who paid rent for them, so that the monks were able to
devote themselves to spiritual matters exclusively.1
These conductors, like fajuniwes of the domains of the Bishop
of Mans at Ardin2 in Poitou, were laymen; they were responsible
for the rents, which they paid in advance, and they kept accounts,
so that they must have been able to write,
Prestations were nearly always paid in money, which shows
that goods were circulating, that they were sold in the open market.
There is no sign as yet of the closed economy of the mediaeval
curies.
In Provence, during the Merovingian epoch, the system of
tenure was entirely Roman.3 Here, it seems, there were only
small estates, exploited by colonists. In the North, on the other
hand, we see that the terra indominicata played a considerable part.
The cartulary of Saint Vincent of M&con gives us, for the reign of
King Gontram (561-592), a list of the servientes of this domain,
which was exploited by slaves and by the corvees of the tenants.4
Great quantities of cereals were still moved from place to place.
In 510 Theodoric sent quantities of corn to Provence on account
of the ravages of war in that region,5 and we know that Gregory
the Great centralized the products of the domains of the
Church.
The great estates, at this period, still yielded considerable revenues
in money. In 593 Dinamius sent Gregory the Great 400 solidi
from Provence; two years later the same Pope was awaiting
the arrival of clothing and of Anglo-Saxon slaves, who were
1	e. lesne, La proprittt ecdesiastique en France aux dpoaues remaine et mero-
vingiennet Paris-Lille, 1910, p. 309. See also the text of Saint Caesar of Aries,
cited in f. kienbr, Verfassungsgeschichte der Provence, p. 37, n. 84.
2	Department of Deux-S&vres,  arrondissement of Niort,  canton of
Coulonges-sur-Autise,
8 f. kibnbr, Verfassungsgeschichte der Provence, Leipzig, 1900, pp. 34 et se%.\
r. bxjchner, Die Provence inMerowingischer Zeit, Stuttgart, 1933, p. 30, believes
that agriculture was still well developed and remunerative.
4	F. KEENER, Op. Clt., p. 34.
5	r. buchner, op. dt.> p. 30, n. I.
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